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In 1955 a total of 224 cuttings of Pinus radiata, derived
from 18 juvenile clones, was planted on four widely
separated sites in New Zealand. The clones were replicated
within and between sites. One of the sites was severely
deficient in available soil phosphate. In 1967 a final destructive measurements was made. Considerable site effects were evident for growth rate, stem straightness, incidence of malformation, and frequency of branch clusters
on the stem. Within sites, clonal repeatabilities were high
(mostly between 0.50 and 0.75) for total height, stem
straightness, and frequency of bramh clusters, but very
variable (0.04 to 0.69) for stem diameter. Some drastic
clone-site interactions appear to have resulted almost
entirely from genetic variation between clones in their
ability to tolerate low soil phosphate status. The symptoms
of the apparent phosphorus deficiency varied greatly from
clone to clone, but in some it masked a tendency towards
extreme bad tree form. There were also marked clone-site
interactions for branching frequency and stem straightness,
which appeared to be largely, but not entirely, the consequence of phosphorus deficiency. These results argue
strongly for some regionalisation of seed collection and
tree improvement Programmes within New Zealand and
indicate that in this connection phosphate status should
be a prime consideration.
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Variations in esterase zymogram patterns in needles of Pinus siivestris
from provenances in northern Sweden
By BERTIL RASMUSON
and DACRUDIN
Department of Genetics, University of Umes, Umes, Sweden
Electrophoretic patterns of enzymes (zymograms) show
a wide range of variation in natural populations of many
organisms, both animals and plants. These patterns have
sometimes been found to vary between different stages of
development in the Same individual and also between individual~at the Same stage of development. This latter type
of variation is genetically determined, and most populations seem to be polymorphic for electrophoretic patterns
in at least some enzyme systems.
This paper is a preliminary report from an investigation
concerning the enzyme pattern variations in forest tree
populations, aiming at a fast and reliable method for
evaluation of genetic variation.
The esterase enzyme system was found to show a considerable variation between individual trees. In order to
find out if these patterns were genetically determined and
stable, or if they were influenced by different environmental factors, the following test was performed. Zymograms were produced from a material in which a collection
of mother trees were represented by clonal grafts grown at
different localities. The investigators did not know the
origin of the samples and it was our task to combine genetically identical samples with guidance of the zymogram
patterns, thus testing both the specificity of the pattern and
its stability.

Material and methods
The test material consisted of 96 samples. These had been
collected by the staff at The institute for forest improve-

ment, northern district, Umea. 16 mother trees from different provenances were included. Their place of origin
is shown in Fig. 1. Each mother tree was represented by
clonal grafts planted at three different plantations. The
locations of these, five in all, are also shown in Fig. 1. Four
of them are situated near the cost, whereas the fifth Sundmo - is in the inland. Of each clone two samples
from different grafts were taken at each plantation, giving
a total of 16 X 3 X 2 = 96 samples. Each sample had been
given a random consecutive number before being delivered
to the laboratory.
Needles provided the material for the zymograms, and
were all sampled from one year old branches on the south
side of the trees. The zymograms were produced with
electrophoretic migration on starch gel according to POULIK
(1957). Because of the high content of resin, special pretreatments were necessary to obtain a good separation and
clearly stained bands.
The pine twigs were collected in October and sent to the
laboratory in plastic bags. Needles taken from the twigs
were stored, for at a maximum, another seven days in
darkness at k00 C and were exposed to light for 24 hours
before the analysis.
2 g of needles and 4 ml of 0.2M Tris-HC1 buffer, pH 8.5,
supplied with 0.001 M EDTA, 2 % polyvinylpyrrolidon (PVP)
according to BOUDET
(1965) and 0.7% 2-merkaptoetanol according to BHATIA and NILSON
(1969), were ground in a high
speed laboratory grinder (J ANKE, K UNKEL type A 10). The
dispersed material was freezed and thawed two times in

